FY20 SECOND QUARTER
PERFORMANCE REPORT

Goal One:
Preserve and Maintain the
Infrastructure
Number of Statewide Pavement
Lanes Miles Preserved

Number of Statewide Pavement
Miles Preserved
4,000
3,668
3,500

SFY20 Performance Target: > 2,550 Lane Miles
3,143

FY20 Quarter Two Result: 1,520 Lane Miles
3,000

2,853

Purpose:
New Mexico’s roadway infrastructure must be
maintained to provide safety to the traveling public, while
promoting economic development throughout the state.
Well-maintained roads are an integral part of a safe and
efficient highway system.

2,500

Results:
2,000

The Maintenance Management System (MMS)
is used for the collection of data with regard to actual
labor, equipment and materials. Preserved pavement
miles may be achieved through internal maintenance
operations and contract maintenance projects. Several
NMDOT maintenance activities are related to improving
pavement surfacing; sand sealing, crack sealing, fog
sealing, chip sealing and bituminous asphalt paving.
Contract Maintenance activities related to improving
pavement include heater scarification/repave, microsurfacing, nova chip, hot in-situ, cold milling recycle, and
hot mix/cold mix inlay or overlay.
The accomplishment for Second quarter FY20 is
1,520 lane miles.

1,520
1,500
1,251

1,000

500

NMDOT is at 60% of the annual target this
quarter.

Action Plan:
NMDOT continues to look for ways to preserve
pavements in the most cost efficient manner, while
maintaining road safety.
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Percent Lane Miles Rated Fair or
Better and Number of System Wide
Lane Miles in Poor Condition
Calendar Year 18 Performance Targets:
Miles Rated Fair or Better (Good)
•
•

Interstate / Non-Interstate: > 90% / 75%
National Highway System (NHS) / Non-(NHS): > 86% /
75%

Miles Rated Fair or Better (Good)
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Miles in Poor Condition (Poor)
•

Interstate / Non-Interstate: < 425 / 5,000

75%

•

System Wide Miles: < 5,500

70%

*As data, is only collected once a year, CY19 data will not be
available until after May 2020

A Pavement Condition Rating (PCR) from 0-100 is
generated by the Pavement Management System database (PMS)
based on pavement distresses and assigned a condition of good, fair
or poor. For this report, the miles reported with a good rating combines
the PCR of good and fair ratings and a poor PCR rating represents
deficient miles. A PCR value less than 45 indicates a roadway section
in poor condition.
The 2018 data indicates an increase in miles rated good
when compared to previous years. Reasons for the increase vary from
more efficient use of funding, continued implementation of the
pavement management system database, and a proactive approach to
pavement preservation treatments by attempting to keep good roads in
a good condition. It should be noted that some pavement treatments
could result in a temporary improvement in PCR. The STIP and
Maintenance Plans address the most critical highway needs to improve
economic opportunities and to maintain our state system. The majority
of the STIP projects are therefore on high-speed, high-capacity roads
that have the greatest impact on the system and as such, these higher
priority roads maintain a good rating.
Action Plan:
Continuing to face the dilemma of balancing between
investing in roadway preservation vs. roadway restoration, the choice
is between keeping good roads from becoming bad, opposed to
keeping bad roads from becoming failed. In many instances,
treatments typically applied as preservation in place of rehabilitation or
reconstruction applications are used due to lack of funds. NMDOT is
concentrating on more efficient highway management with the use of
the Pavement Management System.
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Interstate Miles Rated Good

Purpose:
Roadway reconstruction, rehabilitation and maintenance
projects are prioritized based on roadway priorities, pavement
condition, bridge condition, safety needs and the efficient use of
resources. NMDOT continues to emphasize the importance of the
Interstate system for the economic health of the nation and national
defense, but the needs of the network as a whole are also
considered. The goal is to optimize the use of funds over the entire
system and focus on projects that have the greatest benefit/cost ratio.
Results:
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Percent Bridges in Fair Condition or
Better

Percent of Bridges (Fair or Better
Condition)
(Based on deck area)

SFY20 Performance Targets: > 90%
FY20 Second Quarter Results: 95.6%
Purpose:
Bridges are a critical component of the state highway
system. Maintaining the condition and capacity of bridges in
the system is critical to meeting the needs of commerce and
motorists. Bridges are categorized as being in good, fair or
poor conditions. Bridges that have a major structural
component in poor condition are labeled as structurally
deficient and are identified as needing major capital
improvements. The deck area of these bridges is used to
forecast bridge funding needs by NMDOT.

96.0%

95.6%
95.5%

95.5%

95.6% 95.6%
95.5%

Beginning in SFY17, NMDOT has combined reporting
for span bridges and culvert bridges to provide consistency
with other reports, including reports submitted to FHWA.
Results:
The second quarter of fiscal year 2020, saw no
change in the amount of deck area classified as being in “Poor”
condition. Six new bridges were added to the District 1
inventory.
The ongoing preventive maintenance program by the
Districts and the Bridge Bureau has resulted in fewer bridges
being classified as being in a “Poor” condition state. Bridge
preservation efforts result in keeping bridges in a “Fair” or
“Good” condition state and extending their service life. With
continued effort, NMDOT will continue to improve the condition
of bridges statewide. Beginning in FY13, NMDOT allocated
approximately $13 million per year for bridge preservation
projects. Bridge investment projects such as these have
allowed the NMDOT to increase the square footage of bridges
in fair condition or better from a low of less than 84% in 2005 to
95.6% this quarter. Although significant progress has been
made towards the rehabilitation or replacement of bridges in
“Poor” condition, it is estimated that NMDOT requires
approximately $90 million annually, for bridge preventive
maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement needs on existing
bridges. There is also a need of approximately $30 million per
year for bridge projects on major interchanges requiring
capacity and geometric upgrades.
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95.0%

94.9%

94.5%
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94.0%
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Action Plan:
The average age of New Mexico’s bridges is 50
years. Most of these bridges are in a “Fair” condition state.
NMDOT will need to continue investing funds towards the
rehabilitation and preservation of these bridges to extend their
service life and prevent them from becoming structurally
deficient. An effort will be made towards the rehabilitation of
bridges with bearing and expansion joint issues. NMDOT must
continue its effort to keep up to date with current practices on
bridge preservation in order to maintain and improve the
condition of its bridges.

Percent of Bridges Fair or Better Condition

Percent of Airport Runways Rated
Good

New Mexico Runway Conditions
63%

SFY19 Performance Targets: > 60%
SFY18 Annual Results: 60%
*This measure is now collected and reported annually in
the 4th quarter when data become available.
Purpose:
NMDOT’s Aviation Division works closely with the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to provide funding for
infrastructure improvements at public-owned, public-use
airports in New Mexico. This measure tracks the condition of
paved runways at airports eligible to receive federal/state
aviation funds and is a requirement of the FAA for all federally
funded airports. All public-owned, public-use airports were
initially inspected in 2007 and re-inspected in 2013 using the
Pavement Condition Indexing System (PCI). Beginning in
2014, one-third (1/3) of the airports are inspected each year;
therefore this measure is only being reported on an annual
basis when data becomes available. The airports have not had
a PCI evaluation since the last quarter of 2017. However, we
have updated the data to reflect reconstructed runways. We
are in the process of letting an RFP to have all the airports
inspected again in calendar year 2020. The PCI system, when
updated timely, is reliable and provides adequate guidance to
determine different condition levels on runways. There is no
correlation between the Pavement Condition Index number
and safety of the runway. The collected PCI data is used for
planning, financing and prioritizing long and short-term
pavement replacement at these airports. Due to the change in
testing method, comparisons with historical data have been
impacted.
Results for SFY19:
There are still 48 runways with a PCI of 70 or greater,
or 60 percent of runways in “Good” condition (PCI of 70 or
greater). In FY 2019, we reconstructed Runway 2-20 at the
Clayton Municipal Airport, Runway 01-19 at Springer Municipal
Airport and Runway 9-27 at the Vaughn Municipal Airport. We
have a total of 77 runways in the system. The overall Runway
Area-Weighted PCI value for the entire State is 71. We have
had a slight dip in runway PCI because the majority of
pavement maintenance took place on taxiways and aprons.
Action Plan:
The Aviation Division continues to encourage good
pavement preservation practices with New Mexico
airports/sponsors and obtain funding for pavement
maintenance and continuing education of new pavement
preservation practices in order to maintain the runways. With
the amount of planned federal funding, it is anticipated that at a
minimum, at least one runway rehabilitation can be planned
each year.
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Goal Two:
Improve and Enhance Safety
Traffic Fatalities
SFY20 Performance Targets:
Total Number of traffic fatalities: < 355
•

Rural / Urban: < 209 / < 146

Number alcohol related fatalities: < 135
•

Rural / Urban: < 70 / < 65

Number non-alcohol fatalities: < 220
Number unbelted fatalities: < 133

.

Total Fatalities
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•

Rural / Urban: 76 / 137

Number of alcohol related traffic fatalities: 21
Preliminary SFY20 second quarter data indicate that alcohol-involved
fatalities were down by 48.7 percent compared to second quarter
SFY19. Urban alcohol-involved fatalities were down by 33.3 percent,
while rural alcohol-involved fatalities were down by 57.7 percent. Nonalcohol fatalities were up by 15.6 percent.
•

Rural / Urban: 11 / 10

Number non-alcohol related traffic fatalities: 74
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*Numbers below are for 2020

Preliminary SFY20 second quarter data indicate that total traffic
fatalities were down by 9.5 percent compared to second quarter
SFY19; urban fatalities were up by 17 percent, while rural fatalities
were down by 26.5 percent.
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FY20 Quarter 2 Results:

Total Number of traffic fatalities: 214
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383
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Rural Fatalities

47 48
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Urban Fatalities

*Preliminary data subject to change
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Unbelted fatalities: 29

Alcohol Related Fatalities

Preliminary SFY20 second quarter data indicate that unbelted person
fatalities were down by 25.6 percent compared to the second quarter
SFY19.

Unbelted Fatalities

*Data provided is as of the last day of the quarter and likely to change.
Purpose:

160

These measures monitor the quarterly and annual trends of
all motor vehicle traffic crash fatalities and of urban and rural motor
vehicle traffic crash fatalities on New Mexico’s public roadways.
Collection of and reporting on the number of motor vehicle traffic crash
fatalities is required by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA), and the data are used to develop key
strategies and interventions to raise public awareness and reduce
overall traffic fatalities.
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Action Plan:
Increased funding for enforcement of traffic laws regarding
unrestrained motor vehicle drivers and passengers was implemented
in SFY20 to raise public awareness, increase the use of occupant
protection and to reduce unrestrained fatalities. The State continues to
provide child passenger safety clinics and safety seat fitting stations
throughout the year in both urban and rural areas of the State.
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Traffic Fatalities
SFY20 Performance Targets:
Number of pedestrian fatalities: < 70
FY20 Second Quarter Results:
•

Pedestrian Fatalities

Number of pedestrian fatalities: 18

Preliminary SFY20 data indicate that pedestrian fatalities
were down by 5.6 percent compared to SFY19.

100

*All data provided is as of the last day of the quarter and likely to
change. Data for FY19 and FY20 have not been audited as these
numbers run on calendar year.

90

Action Plan (Continued):

80

In addition, the NMDOT/ TSD will conduct its annual
Winter Superblitz from November 8, 2019 through January 4,
2020.This high-visibility law enforcement operation combined
with high-visibility media reminds drivers to not be distracted
while driving, to look out for pedestrians and bicyclists, to not
drive after drinking and to always use occupant protection.
In SFY20, the NMDOT plans to partner with NM State Police to
increase officer training on knowledge and enforcement of
pedestrian safety laws. The State's Every Day Counts - Safe
Transportation for Every Pedestrian (EDC-5 STEP) pedestrian
safety planning group continues to meet to coordinate
statewide pedestrian safety efforts.
Increased funding for enforcement of traffic laws
regarding unrestrained motor vehicle drivers and passengers
will be implemented in SFY20 to raise public awareness,
increase the use of occupant protection and to reduce
unrestrained fatalities. In addition, the State will continue to
provide child passenger safety clinics and safety seat fitting
stations throughout the year in both urban and rural areas of
the State.
In the next quarter, the NMDOT/ TSD will support law
enforcement participation in its high-visibility Winter Superblitz
operation with an emphasis on its BKLUP safety and
enforcement campaign.
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Pedestrian Fatalities

Number of Employee Injuries

Employee Injuries

Work Zone Injuries

120

SFY20 Performance Targets: < 90 / < 35
105

FY20 Second Quarter Results: Employee 19 / Work Zone
100

5 injuries.

95
89

Purpose:
This measure is directly related to NMDOT’s strategic goal of
Safety (employee safety). Tracking and reporting the number of
occupational injuries is a standard and effective measurement
commonly used by many state and private organizations. Injury data is
a critical component of NMDOT’s safety and health efforts for three key
reasons:
•
Tracking and reporting work-related injuries can help
employees prevent them in the future.
•
Using injury data helps identify problem areas—the more
we know, the better we can identify and correct hazardous
workplace conditions.
•
As employee awareness about injuries and hazards in the
workplace improves, workers are more likely to follow safe
work practices and report workplace hazards.
This data is used by Risk Management to estimate the frequency,
magnitude, severity, and cost of compensated injuries as well as to
examine trends over time. In the end, the value of this data lies in
facilitating workplace improvements and the reduction of hazards
which is the ultimate goal of an effective safety program.
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Results:
nd

Of the nineteen (19) injuries occurring in the 2 quarter of
FY20, five (5) of these occurred in a work zone.
New Mexico Department of Transportation experienced a slight
decrease in the number of work zone injuries for the 2nd quarter of
FY20 (5 injuries) when compared with the same time period last fiscal
year (8 injuries). For the 2nd quarter of FY20, NMDOT had twenty (20)
lost days attributed to three (3) employees. This is significant increase
in lost time injuries compared to the same period for last fiscal year (8
lost days attributed to 4 employees).
NMDOT finished the 2nd quarter of FY20 with nineteen (19) injuries.
This is a slight decrease when compared with the same period last
fiscal year (20 injuries). Risk Management continues its efforts to raise
work zone safety awareness by participating in pre-project safety
meetings and Supervisory training for new Construction supervisors.
With the increase in maintenance and construction projects our
employees face higher exposure. As such, Risk Management
continues to increase its presence in the field by visiting active work
zones and by meeting with employees to hear safety concerns and
address those concerns.

Action Plan:
Risk Management is continuing its efforts to raise work zone
safety awareness by participating in pre-project safety meetings and
Supervisory training for new Construction supervisors. Risk
Management has increased its presence in the field by visiting active
work zones and meeting with employees to hear safety concerns and
address those concerns.
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Goal Three:
Enhance Mobility
Annual Number of Riders on Park
and Ride

Annual Number of Riders
350,000
315,738
300,000

291,892

SFY20 Performance Target: > 240,000 Passengers
FY20 Second Quarter Result: 55,507
Passengers

264,221
250,000

Purpose:
NMDOT monitors ridership on the Park and Ride
system to track service performance and to identify service
modifications that will increase the system’s efficiency.

247,067
240,117
230,455

200,000

Results:
Currently, each weekday NMDOT Park & Ride
provides 115 bus runs, travels 4,518 miles, serves 58-stops
and connects with seven other public transit agencies and
numerous private and non-profit transportation providers.
Since its inception in 2003, NMDOT Park & Ride has operated
without a serious injury or fatality.
In the 2nd Quarter of FY20, NMDOT Park & Ride
provided 55,507 passenger trips with an average daily
ridership (ADR) of 909.9. This is a decrease (-4.69%) from the
1st Quarter of FY20, which had an ADR of 954.7.

150,000

100,000

59,991
In the 2nd Quarter of FY20, NMDOT Park & Ride:
• Operated with better than 99% on-time performance.
• Removed an average of 30,946 passenger vehicle
miles per day from some of New Mexico's busiest
roadways.
• Reduced the number of single occupancy vehicle
miles traveled by 1,860,256.
• Reduced carbon dioxide emissions by 902.2 tons.
• Operated without serious injury or fatality.

Action Plan:
NMDOT Park and Ride continues to monitor ridership and
passenger communications to identify potential schedule
modifications that will enhance the system’s performance.
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Annual Number of Riders

55507

Annual Number of Riders on the New
Mexico Rail Runner Express

Annual Number of Riders
900,000

SFY20 Performance Targets: No target
FY20 Quarter 2 Result: 175,086 Passengers
Purpose:
Annual ridership is the most appropriate and basic
measure of performance for commuter rail systems. Year to year
comparisons of annual ridership offer a snapshot of how
effective the Rail Runner is at meeting the needs of New
Mexicans over time.

Results:
The major markets and residential areas served by Rail Runner
have remained relatively constant since service began to Santa
Fe in December 2008. Fuel prices have been the largest factor
contributing to changes in ridership since the first year of
operations, when many riders rode the train simply to
experience it. When fuel prices drop or remain stable, many
commuters switch to driving. Ridership dropped sharply in FY
2015-2016 as fuel prices fell by one third, but stabilized as fuel
prices increased somewhat in FY 2017-2018. Ridership has
begun to slip again as fuel prices have dropped slightly since the
end of FY 2018. Ridership in the second quarter of FY20 was
5.8% less than the second quarter of FY19.
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Action Plan:
NMDOT and the Rio Metro Regional Transit District
have entered into a Memorandum of Agreement under which
Rio Metro manages the operations and maintenance of New
Mexico Rail Runner Express and the railroad it operates on. Rio
Metro controls the schedules, fares, and the number of trains
operating, three factors that can have a significant impact on
ridership. Rio Metro has kept schedules, fares, and the number
of trains operating essentially the same since 2012.
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Goal Four:
Enhance Economic
Development and Customer
Response
Percent of Projects in Production Let
as Scheduled

Percent of Projects in Production Let
as Scheduled
120%

100%

100%

SFY20 Performance Target: > 67%
FY20 Second Quarter Results: 100%
Purpose:
This measure monitors NMDOT’s performance in bidding
projects as scheduled. The measurement is intended to ensure that
NMDOT is letting to bid projects as planned and is maintaining a
consistent STIP/ letting program. The basis for the measurement is the
letting schedule at the beginning of the federal fiscal year which
identifies projects programmed in the STIP for the Federal Fiscal Year.

80%

65%
60%

54%

Results:
The NMDOT had nineteen (19) projects scheduled for letting
in the second Quarter of SFY 2020, out of the nineteen (19),
nineteen(19) were Let as scheduled or ahead of schedule, zero (0)
project were delayed. A total of nineteen (19) projects were let in
the second Quarter of FY ’20, resulting in a performance of 100%
let as scheduled.

40%

35%
31%

20%

Action Plan:
NMDOT continues monthly coordination with supporting
divisions to mitigate any possible delays early in the process to reduce
the likelihood of a delay. NMDOT is also beginning scoping and
design of projects included in the STIP much earlier to ensure that
projects have adequate time to address all design needs without
negatively impacting the schedule. Projects that are complete ahead
of the scheduling date are being “shelved” and will be let to bid as
scheduled or, if possible, let early providing the funding is available
due to other project delays.
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OMPLETED PROJECTS:
Percent of Cost over Bid Amount

Percent of Cost Over Bid Amount

SFY19 Performance Target: < 3.0%
FY19 Fourth Quarter Results: 0.6%
FY19 Annual Results: 0.2%

1.5%

Low Bid Amount: $279,002,736

0.5%

Actual Cost: $277,649,182

0.0%

Difference: -$1,353,555

-0.5%

Number of Projects: 39

-1.0%

SFY20 Performance Target: < 3.0%

1.0%

1.0%
0.2%
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FY18
-0.2%

-2.0%

Low Bid Amount: $118,050,818

-2.5%

Actual Cost: $117,099,976

-3.0%

Difference: -$950,842

-3.5%

-3.0%
Percent Over Bid

Percent of Projects Complete According to Schedule

Percent Complete According to
Schedule

SFY20 Performance Target: > 88%
105%

100%100%100%

100%

These measures aid NMDOT in determining several areas
related to project costs and on-time delivery. It helps in tracking costs
and trends which serves as a planning tool for upcoming projects and
budgeting. It is an internal review of how well projects are being developed by the NMDOT and consultants and how well projects are
being delivered according to schedule by NMDOT and contractors.
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Results:

89%
86%

st

The SFY20 1 Qtr result of -0.0% for the Percent of Cost
over Bid is a direct reflection of estimating projects closer to expected
expenditures as well as good project management while maintaining
the original intent and scope of the projects.
The SFY20 1st Qtr result of 92% for the Percent of Projects Completed
on time is above the target of the 88% that had been set and the
department will continue its efforts to efficiently manage the contract
time.
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Action Plan:
This data provides objective information to NMDOT to
determine how well projects are being managed and kept within
budget and on time. Maintaining costs at bid amount or lower allows
NMDOT to re-obligate residual fund balances that go toward other
construction projects. The measure also evaluates the performance of
the contracting community on a project by project basis, which will
assist in reducing claims and change orders.

FY20-Q2

-1.0%

Number of Projects: 25

Purpose:

FY20-Q1

-1.5%

FY20 Second Quarter Results: 1.0%

FY20 First Quarter Results: 92%
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Percent Complete

Percent of Invoices Paid within 30
Days
SFY20 Performance Target: > 90%

Percent of Invoices Paid within 30
Days
100%

FY20 Second Quarter Results: 94%
98%
Purpose:
This measure tracks NMDOT’s timeliness in processing
vendor payments. Timeliness is important so NMDOT may avoid extra
fees, such as those for late payment or penalties, while in some cases
being able to take advantage of early payment credits. Additionally,
many department vendors depend on timely cash flow to operate their
companies. It is equally important for NMDOT to meet the accounting
requirement of paying invoices within 30 days so consistent and up-todate financial data is available for reporting and strategizing
operational activates throughout the year.
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90%
The FY20 2nd quarter reporting is 94% agency wide, which represents
neither a decrease nor increase from what was reported on the 1st
Quarter of FY20. The department met the target of 90% for the 2nd
Quarter

90%

Action Plan:

88%

The FY20 2nd quarter reporting is 94% agency wide, which represents
neither a decrease nor increase from what was reported on the 1st
Quarter of FY20. The department met the target of 90% for the 2nd
Quarter
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*NMDOT will provide audit findings for FY19 in
January 2020. FY20 will be available January 2021.

Number of External Audit Findings
Percent of Prior Year Findings
Resolved
SFY18 Performance Target:
•
•

< 5 Audit Findings
> 80% Prior year findings resolved

External Audit Findings
6

5

5
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SFY17 Performance Target:
•
•

< 5 Audit Findings
> 80% Prior year findings resolved

*This is an annual measure reported in January each year after audit is
completed in December

Purpose:
An independent CPA firm audits NMDOT’s
accounting practices, internal controls, financial
information and federal program compliance annually.
The audit is required by state statue to be completed by
November 1st of each year for prior SFY. The success
of the audit can be measured by the number of late
audits, the number of new audit findings, the percent of
prior year audit findings resolved and the severity of the
findings.
Results:
FY18 Results: NMDOT had two (2) audit
findings for FY18, and were considered minor
compliance issues
FY17 Results: NMDOT had five (5) audit
findings for FY17, and were considered minor
compliance issues. Four (4) of the findings were
resolved
*NMDOT will provide audit findings for FY19 in
January 2020. FY20 will be available January 2021.
Action Plan:
For the repeat finding, a standard checklist will
be adopted across all federal awards to address all 2
CFR § 200.331 communication requirements. For the
new finding, new processes were developed and
implemented and were submitted to the auditors for
approval.
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Percent of Audit Year Findings Resolved

Percent of Vacancy in all Programs
SFY20 Performance Target: < 13%

Percent of Vacancy (Average)
20.00%
18.27%

FY20 First Quarter Results: 17.83%

18.00%

Results/Action Plan:
Currently the NMDOT has a vacancy rate of
17.83%. This amounts to 447 vacancies. On January 1,
2019 we were at 20.60% with 528 vacancies. Secretary
Sandoval has made the filling of vacant positions a
priority and now that all six Districts have re-staffed their
HR Offices, transactions are starting to move more
rapidly which will help in providing better customer
service related to compensation, recruitment and
retention. We continue to hold the bi-weekly HR
conference call to address any issues. We are
partnering up with State Personnel to look at all of our
internal processes to simplify and expedite HR
transactions. This will certainly improve efficiency and
accountability.
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Purpose:
This measure tracks the number of vacant
positions versus the number of budgeted positions. This
data is run weekly comparing the active budgeted
positions in the Position table to the current employees
found in the Employee table, both of which are found in
the Human Capital Management SHARE System. The
numbers reflect the quarter ending average vacancy rate
of NMDOT’s vacant positions. Management utilizes data
to track progress in achieving the set target.

17.75%

16.00%

14.00%

13.95%

12.00%

10.00%

8.00%

6.00%

4.00%

2.00%

0.00%

FY17

FY18

FY19

Indicator Report Card

Project Design and Construction
Percent of projects in production let to bid as
scheduled
Percent of projects completed according to
schedule
Percent to final cost-over bid amount

FY20
TARGET

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

ANNUAL

MET

> 67%

31%

N

> 88%

92%

Y

< 3.0%

-0.0%

Y

> 91%

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

95%

Y

> 75%

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

87%

Y

< 5.50

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

3,783

Y

> 86%

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

97%

Y

> 75%

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

84%

Y

< 425

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

208

Y

< 5,000

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

ANNUAL*

3,575

Y

> 2,750

1,251

N

> 90%

95.70%

Y

< 13%
< 85

17.75%
20

N
Y

< 40

7

Y

<5
> 90%

Annual
94%

> 240,000
> 60%
< 355
< 135
< 220
< 133

59,991
ANNUAL
119♣
20♣
99♣
36♣

< 72
< 209
< 146
< 70%
< 65
NO
TARGET

17♣
90♣
27♣
15♣
5♣
197,470

Highway Operations
Percent of Interstate lane miles rated fair or
better
Percent of non-Interstate lane miles rated fair or
better
Number of combined system wide lane miles in
poor condition
Percent of National Highway System lane miles
rated fair or better
Percent of Non-National Highway System lane
miles rated fair or better
Number of interstate lane miles in poor
condition
Number of Non-Interstate lane miles in poor
condition
Number of statewide pavement lane miles
preserved
Percent of bridges in fair condition or better,
based on deck area

Program Support
Percent of vacancy in all programs
Number of employee injuries
Work-Zone injuries
Number of external audit findings*
Percent of invoices paid within 30 days

Annual

Annual

Annual

2

ANNUAL

ANNUAL

ANNUAL

60%

Y
Y

Modal
Annual number of riders on Park and Ride
Percent of airport runways rated good
Number of traffic fatalities
Number of alcohol-related traffic fatalities
Number of non-alcohol-related traffic fatalities
Occupants not wearing seatbelts in fatalities
Number of pedestrian fatalities
Number of rural traffic fatalities
Number of urban traffic fatalities
Number of rural alcohol related traffic fatalities
Number of urban alcohol related traffic fatalities
Annual number of riders on the Rail Runner (In
Millions)

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

*Annual data is only collected once a year, data will be provided when collected and audited. ♣ Quarterly data is as of the last day of the quarter and likely to change. ♦FY19
data is still being entered and audited and expected to be available by July 2020 when “annual” crash file is compiled/audited.
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